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The Natufians and the Neolithic 
Directions: The goal of this activity is not only to learn the key concepts related to the Neolithic Revolution 

but also to understand the process of causation, how each event or development leads to those that 
follow. BEFORE READING, review the clarification of terminology below. Thoroughly read the associated 
article, and as you read, complete the organizer on the back with the information from the text. Some of 
the bubbles have already been filled, and others have the date filled in but the rest missing. This is to help 
orient you. You should do this in pencil so you can make changes if you make a mistake. Keep in mind that 
the bubbles with dates are also meant to be filled in. The date is a very helpful hint, since you can simply 
look for that date in the reading and fill in whatever took place. In addition, answer the below questions. 

 

Clarification of Terminology 
Climate vs Weather: Weather is the short-term, minute by minute state of the atmosphere, whereas 
climate how the weather behaves in a region in general over long periods of time. 
Domestication vs Taming: Domestication is NOT taming. Taming an animal involves modifying the 
behavior of an individual wild animal through conditioning and training. Domestication cannot happen to 
an individual animal. Domestication is a controlled breeding of a particular species of animal in order to 
cause permanent genetic modification to develop desirable traits in future generations. 
Farming vs Cropping: Farming involves the planting and harvesting of crops, which are plants grown for 
food. Even though the word cropping WAS ONCE used for harvesting, meaning cutting down the crops, it 
should not be used for farming in general, and is most often used today for trimming Instagram photos. 
 

1. True or False: “During an ice age, the world is always cold and icy, and never warms up.” Explain. 
 
 
 
 

2. When the climate improved around 11,900 BCE, and resources became plentiful, the Natufians 
responded by adopting which of the following lifestyles? Explain in the space below on the right. 

a. Nomadic Hunter-Gatherer 
b. Nomadic Farmer 
c. Sedentary Hunter-Gatherer 
d. Sedentary Farmer 

 
3. When resources became limited after the Younger Dryas event, the Natufians shifted toward 

settled agriculture, but most people elsewhere in the region and the world did not, and remained 
nomadic. Why didn’t everyone just switch to farming right away at that time? 

 
 
 
 
 

4. Define Domestication: 
 
 

5. Define Neolithic Revolution: 
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